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Abstract 

In this paper, we propose a technique for segment- 
ing visual textures using features extracted from the 
reponses of Ga,bor filters, appropria.tely selec tecl to 
be tuned to texture components of the input image. 
In the proposed method segmentation is achieved by 
detecting boundaries between adjacent textured re- 
gions, and this segmentation algorithm works as fol- 
lows. The input image is first filtered using a small 
set of Gabor filters, each tuned to one of the textures 
composing the original image. Abrupt changes in 
the obtained Gabor filter output images are found 
by detecting the underlying local extremas. For this 
purpose, a gradient operator is applied to output 
ima.ge of each Gabor filter, yielding a. set of gra- 
dient images. The textcrre gradient is sul>sequently 
obtained by grouping gradient images from all chan- 
nels. Thresholding the tex ture  gradient and thinning 
the result yields the expected texture boundaries. 
Experimental results on synthetic and natural tex- 
tures, demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed tech- 
nique. 

1 Introduction 

Texture segmentation is one of the most funda- 
mental issues in image analysis and pattern recogn- 
tion. The goal is to partition an image into distinct 
regions with homogeneous  textural content. The ho- 
mogeneity constraint signifies that each region of the 
input image is perceptually homogeneous. In other 
words, within each region, the arrangement of t ex -  
ture  e l emen t s  composing each region may be con- 
stant, periodic, pseudo-periodic, or gradually vary- 
ing. In this paper, we limit our consideration to 
cases when textures in the input image are spatially 
invar ian t ,  and thus, covering the first three cases. 
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In this paper, a spectral peak detection technique 
has been proposed for selecting Gabor filters. The 
underlying idea is the detection of dominant spec- 
tral components of the considered textured image. 
Theses dominant spectral components are thought 
to describe all textures within the image of inter- 
est. Using the exact location of these spectral peaks, 
a small set of Gabor filters is selected. Each se- 
lected filter is tuned to a specific component tex- 
ture in the original image. The method presented 
here is an edge-based technique, detecting bound- 
aries between adjacent regions in the image. Texture 
boundaries are induced by the presence of abrupt 
changes in the computed feature images, obtained 
by filtering the original image using the small set of 
Gabor filters previously obtained. Local extremas 
are detected by computing the gradient images of 
the output of each selected filter. The overall tex-  
ture  gradient is then obtained by grouping individ- 
ual gradient images from all selected channels. A 
subsequent application of a thresholding operation, 
followed by a thinning operation yields the expected 
texture boundaries. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol- 
lows. In section 2, we show how feature extraction is 
achieved using Gabor filters. In section 3, the adap- 
tive filter selection method used in our approach is 
presented. In section 4, our proposed texture bound- 
ary detection technique is presented. Experiments 
are conducted on synthetic and natural textures, 
and results presented in section 5, to  demonstrate 
the effectiveness of the proposed technique. The pa- 
per is concluded in section 6. 

2 Feature Extraction 

A 2-D Gabor Elementary function (GEF), is de- 
fined in its general form as a complex sinusoid mod- 
ulated by a Gaussian envelope 



where x' and y' are rotated spatial domain coor- 
dinates by angle 8: x' = x cos 6 + y sin 4, y' = 
-x sin 8 + y cos 8. The orientation of the complex si- 
nusoid is characterized by its center frequency ( / I ,  V) 
and the angle 4 = tan-' (V/U). The radial center 
frequency is defined by F = d m .  The spatial- 
frequency response of GEF is given by. 

where ( n  - U)' and ( P )  - V)' are rot,a,tecl a,nd shifted 
spa,tial-frequency domain coordinates: (rl - U)' = 
(u-U)  cos 8+(v-V) sin 8, (r~-l/')' = -(u-U) sin O +  
(v - V) cos 8. H(u ,  v )  is then a bandpa.ss Gaussia.n 
with center frequency (G, V) and rotated by an angle 
8 from the positive u-axis, with bandwith in the fre- 
quency domain defined by af = 1/(2na),  ancl aspect 
ratio 1/X. Generally, the orientation of the Gaussian 
0 differs from the orientation C$ of the complex sinu- 
soid. For simplicity, we consider in this paper only 
GEF whose Gaussian envelop ancl complex sinusoid 
have the same orientation 4 = 0. The asymmetry 
of the GEF is measured by its aspect ratio A. The 
aspect ratio is constrained to 1 in this work. The in- 
put textured image is filtered by convolving it with 
the real and imaginary parts of a Gabor function of 
the above form. 

3 Adaptive Filter Selection 

A spectral peak detection technique has been 
used in this work for selecting Gabor filters. First, 
the power spectrunl of the original image is com- 
puted using an FFT.  The input imaae is clevidecl by 
9 x 9 subimages. Then, for each subima,ge, the global 
maximal value of the power spectrum is detected. 
Next, this peak detection is a.pplied it,era,tively by 
searching among peaks found in ea.ch subimage, and 
the process terminates when the ratio of the current 
peak to that of the first one is smaller than a pre- 
set threshold. The threshold is empirica,lly selected 
and its value is chosen depending on the original 
image. Because of the symmetry of the power spec- 
trum, the search is limited to the upper half of the 
spatial-frequency plane. Robustness to noise may 
1)e achieved by first smoothing the input image with 
a Gaussian filter prior to power spectrunl cc)mputa- 
tion. 

The number of peaks can be further recl~~cecl by 
checking if periodicity and/or directionality occurs 
among a set of peaks. For the case of texture peri- 
odicity, the peak corresponding to the lower funda- 
mental frequency is selected. When texture direc- 
tionality is detected, the peak corresponding to the 
fundamental frequency along the angle of orienta.tio11 
is selected. 

An example of filter selection is illustrated in 
Fig.1. The original image on Fig.l(a) is a tex- 

Figure 1: Filter selection scheme: (a) Original im- 
age; (b) Power spectrum of the original image; 
(c) Position of detected peaks for a threshold set 
to 30% of the highest peak; (d) Detected peaks 
overlaid on the power spectrum image; (d)  Se- 
lected Gabor filters: On the first row are repre- 
sented the real parts of selected Gabor filters, and 
on the second row are respresentecl the imaginary 
parts. The correponding optimal center frequen- 
cies are (U1,Vl) = (-0.043, 0.004), (U2, h) = 
(-0.070, 0.043), (U3, V3) = (0.070, 0.039) and 
(U4, V4) = (0.000, 0.082). For all filters, a fixed 
width a = 6.0 was used. 



ture mosaic consisting of four regions with syn- 
thetic textures. Only Gabor filters tuned to selected 
spatial-frequencies are used for further feature ex- 
traction. The scale parameter of each Gabor filter 
is selected as a trade-off between filter output vari- 
ance and texture boundary localization. The for- 
mer requires a large spatial extent and the later is 
achieved by filters wit11 slnall spatial extent. A prat- 
ical nlethod consists in succesively applying filters of 
size a = 2,4, G and 8, and select the size giving the 
11est seg~nentation result. 

4 Texture Boundary Detection 

After the filter selection stage, the original i ~ n a ~ e  . . . , 
is filtered with a bank of adaptively selected Ga,bor 
filters, followed by a post-filtering with a Gaussia,n 
funct.io11 having the same shape as the previously 
considered channel filt,er. Local extrema.~ in fea,ture 
images are clet.ect,ed 1)s applying a. gradient operator 
to ea.ch of them. The t e x tu re  gradieizt is obta,ined by 
grouping gradient images from ea.ch cha.~lnel. The 
resulting image is then thresholdecl. The value of 
h i s  threshold is selected depending on the input 
image. For two-cla.ss textured ima.ges, this threshold 
was automatically selected by using the histogram of 
the gradient image. This thresholded image is more 
than one pixel wide ancl thus, should 1)e thinnecl 
to ol>tain single pixel width texture 1)ounclaries. In 
this work, wt= have used Zhang-Suen's tllinni~lg al- 
gorithm [8]. To improve the quality of generated 
boundaries, it has Iwen modified to receive input im- 
ages from a pe-processing stage using Stentiford's 
pre-processing nlethocl [7]. Post-processi~lg is per- 
formed using Holt's stair removal  neth hod [ 5 ] .  This 
process leads to an image depicting the boundaries 
between adjacent regions in the original image. 

5 Experimental Results 

First, we applied our texture segmentation sys- 
tem to a synthetic texture. Ol~tained results a.re 
presented in Fig.?. The original image is shown in 
Fig.2(a). It is a 356 x 256 pixel 8-bit gray-scale im- 
age. The threshold in our filter selection algorithm 
was set to 90% of the highest peak, to allow the se- 
lect,io~l of only one filter. The reason is that, the 
response of one filter, tuned to one of the two t.ex- 
tured regions, is sufficient to a.chieve segmenta.tion. 
The texture gradient ima.ge was first converted into 
a binary image by thresl~olcli~lg a.nd then, the texture 
I~ou~lclary was o1)tainecl a.fter edge t,hinning. 

The next experinlent wa.s performecl using the 
origina.1 ima.ge shown of Fig.3(a.). It. is a bipartit,e 
image made of texture DG8 "wood grain" on the left 
and texture D l7  "herri~igbone weave" on the right 

Figure 2: Results for boundary detection of syn- 
thetic textures: (a) Original image, composed of two 
synthetic textures, sepa.rated by a vertical curved 
boundary; (b) Peaks detected in the power spec- 
trum of the original image. Detected peaks corre- 
spond to the following Gahor filter center frequency: 
(U, If) = (0.000, 0.328) cycles/pixel. The scale pa- 
rameter of the Gabor filter is a = 4 and the scale 
parameter of the Gaussian post-filter is o,, = S; (c) 
Gabor filter ~nagnitude response; (cl) T e x t u r e  gra- 
d i en t ;  (e) Detected texture boundary; (f) Texture 
segnlentation result depicting detected boundary su- 
~)erim~)osed on the original image. 



Figure 3: Results for boundary detection of natu- 
ral textures: (a) Original composite inlage made of 
two textures: D68 "wood grain" on the left and tex- 
ture D l7  "herringbone weave", separated by a ver- 
tical curved boundary; (b) Peaks detected in the 
power spectrum of the original image. Detected 
peaks correspond to the following Gabor filter cen- 
ter frequency: (U, V) = (0.00, 0.164) cycles/pixel. 
The scale parameter of the Gabor filter is u = 4.0 
and the scale parameter of the Gaussian post-filter 
is a, = 8.0; (c) Magnitude response of Gabor filter 
tuned to selected center frequency; ((1) Texture gra- 
dient computed from Gabor response; (e) Detected 
texture boundary; (f) Texture segmentation result 
depicting detected boundary superimposed on the 
original image. 

side. These textures were taken from the Brodatz al- 
bum of natural textures 121. To enforce the selection 
of only one filter, the threshold was set to the value 
of the highest peak. The texture boundary, obtained 
after thresholding and thinning is shown of Fig.3(e). 
The resulting segmentation result is depicted over- 
laid on the original image on Fig.3(f). The slight 
displacement from the true boundary is due to the 
smoothing introduced by the post filtering operation 
which is necessary to reduce variance in the Gabor 
filter output. . 

6 Conclusion 

A segmentation technique for textured images 
was presented along with an efficient adaptive se- 
lection method. The proposed method was demon- 
strated to work on both synthetic and natural tex- 
tures, and does not require a priori knowledge of the 
number and type of textures in the input image. In 
contrast to other multi-channel filtering techniques, 
the proposed approach uses only a small number 
of channel filters, tailored to considered component 
textures. The method is quite fast and thus, could 
be implemented in practical machine vision systems. 
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